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Abstract

The requirement to reduce the computational cost of evaluating a point probability density estimate

when employing a Parzen window estimator is a well known problem. This paper presents the Reduced

Set Density Estimator that provides a kernel based density estimator which employs a small percentage

of the available data sample and is optimal in the ��� sense. Whilst only requiring ����� �	� optimi-

sation routines to estimate the required kernel weighting coefficients, the proposed method provides

similar levels of performance accuracy and sparseness of representation as Support Vector Machine

density estimation, which requires ������
 � optimisation routines, and which has previously been shown

to consistently outperform Gaussian Mixture Models. It is also demonstrated that the proposed density

estimator consistently provides superior density estimates for similar levels of data reduction to that

provided by the recently proposed Density Based Multiscale Data Condensation algorithm and in ad-

dition has comparable computational scaling. The additional advantage of the proposed method is that

no extra free parameters are introduced such as regularisation, bin width or condensation ratios making

this method a very simple and straightforward approach to providing a reduced set density estimator

with comparable accuracy to that of the full sample Parzen density estimator.

I. INTRODUCTION

The estimation of the probability density function (PDF) of a continuous distribution from

a representative sample drawn from the underlying density is a problem of fundamental impor-

tance to all aspects and applications of machine learning and pattern recognition, see for example

[33], [29], [5].

When it is reasonable to assume a particular functional form for the PDF, perhaps due to a

priori knowledge of the data generating process, then the problem reduces to the estimation

of the parameters defining the density function and is often referred to as Parametric density

estimation. As an example the Gaussian PDF is one of the two-parameter members of the

exponential family of distributions [4], and so estimation of the sufficient statistics is all that

is required to fully define the Gaussian density. In other words the full characteristics of the

data distribution can be summarized by condensing the data sample into the estimated sufficient

statistics, in the case of the multi-variate Gaussian the mean vector and covariance matrix [2].

There are very many cases where a single parametric form for the PDF to be estimated is

inappropriate, for instance in the situation where there are a number of sub-populations within

the population being characterized [18], [34]. In such a case the PDF may be comprised of

a finite number of simple parametric forms which define a constrained mixture of parametric
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PDF’s, the constraint being that the mixture also defines and satisfies the conditions of a density

function. Finite mixture models [18], also known as Semi-Parametric density estimators, are

a very powerful approach to estimating arbitrary density functions and the specific case of the

Mixture-of-Gaussians [5] is employed in many practical applications, for example in defining

the emission probabilities of a hidden Markov model for speech recognition [23], or in devising

an outlier detector [34], [24] amongst many other applications. Semi-Parametric density estima-

tion [18] therefore also provides a condensed representation of the data sample in terms of the

sufficient statistics of each of the mixture components and their respective mixing weights.

The Semi-Parametric approach to density estimation relaxes the number of explicit assump-

tions required on the form of the underlying density, however it is the Non-Parametric approach

to density estimation that has the least number of assumptions imposed1. Non-Parametric den-

sity estimators make no assumption on the structural form of the PDF and examples are His-

tograms, K-nearest Neighbour, Orthogonal Series Basis Expansions, and kernel estimators, see

for example [29] and [13] for an extensive review. The kernel density estimators, also known as

Parzen windows [22], have been extensively studied and provide a useful Non-Parametric alter-

native to mixture-models. Indeed a Parzen window estimator can be viewed as the limiting form

of a mixture model where the number of mixture components will equal the number of points

in the data sample [18]. Unlike the other approaches to density estimation considered where

only sufficient statistics are required in estimation, Parzen density estimates employ the full data

sample in defining subsequent density estimates and whilst large sample sizes ensure reliable

density estimates they also ensure a computational cost for testing which scales directly with the

sample size. Herein lies the main practical difficulty with employing certain Non-Parametric

methods such as Parzen window density estimators.

This paper considers the case where data scarcity is not an application constraint and that the

continuous distributional characteristics of the data suggest the existence of a well formed den-

sity function which requires to be estimated. Such situations are quite the norm in the majority

of practical applications such as continuous monitoring of the condition of a machine or biomed-

ical process, computer vision e.g. [24], [6] - indeed the reverse ‘problem’ is often experienced

�

Although the term Non-Parametric implies that there are no free parameters which require to be set this is not the case. The

bin width in histograms, the value of
�

in
�

-nearest neighbours, the window width in Parzen windows, the series length in

Orthogonal Series estimators all have to be selected according to some optimality criterion.
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in many situations where there is an overwhelming amount of data logged [19]. In situations

where the volume of data to be processed is large a semi-parametric mixture model can provide

a condensed representation of the reference data sample, in the form of the estimated mixing

coefficients and component sufficient statistics, for estimating the value of the density of further

observed data. On the other hand the Parzen window density estimator requires the full refer-

ence set for testing [13] which in such practical circumstances can be prohibitively expensive

for online testing purposes.

This paper addresses the above problem by providing a Parzen window density estimator

which employs a reduced set of the available data sample. The proposed Reduced Set Density

Estimator (RSDE) is optimal in the
���

sense in that the integrated squared error between the

true density and the reduced set density estimator is minimised in devising the estimator. The

required optimisation turns out to be a straightforward quadratic optimisation with simple equal-

ity constraints and thus suitable forms of Multiplicative Updating [27] or Sequential Minimal

Optimisation as introduced in [30] can be employed which ensures at most quadratic scaling in

the original sample size. This is an improvement over the cubic scaling optimisation required of

the Support Vector Method of density estimation proposed in [20]. The additional advantage of

the proposed method is that, apart from the weighting coefficients, no additional free parameters

are introduced into the representation such as regularisation terms [35], bin widths [26], [11],

or number of nearest neighbours [19]. The RSDE is shown to have similar convergence rates as

the Parzen window estimator and performs, in terms of accuracy, similarly to the SVM density

estimator [20] whilst requiring a much less costly optimisation, and consistently outperforms

the multiscale data condensation method [19] at specified data reduction rates when used for

density estimation.

The following section provides a brief review of methods which have been proposed in re-

ducing the computational cost of density estimation using a kernel (Parzen window) density

estimator.

II. COMPUTATION REDUCTION METHODS FOR KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATION

The Parzen window form of non-parametric probability density estimation [22] is particularly

attractive when no a priori information is available to guide the choice of the form of parametric

density function with which to fit the data. A probability density estimate ������
	��� can be obtained
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from the finite data sample ����� �����
	�	�	�� ���������� drawn from the density ������ by employing

the isotropic product form of the univariate Parzen window density estimator [28], [13]

������
	��  � �� � � � ��� ���
 �"! � �� # (1)

where the well-known constraints on the window (also referred to as the weighting or kernel)

function hold i.e. it should also be a density function, see [13] for a comprehensive review.

However, as already stated, the main disadvantage of such an approach is the high computa-

tional requirements when large data samples are available as the estimation of the density at one

point is an order-
�

type problem.

Two distinct approaches to resolving this practical problem of computational load have been

adopted. The first concentrates on providing an approximation to the kernel function which

decouples the point under consideration from the points of the sample in such a way that the

summation over the sample can be performed separately in a manner akin to orthogonal se-

ries density estimators [13]. The second approach focuses on reducing the required number of

computations by reducing the effective size of the sample.

A. Approximate Kernel Decompositions

The notion of multi-pole expansions of potential functions is exploited in [16] to provide a

reduced cost kernel2 density estimator. In [16] it is noted that the summation in (1) can be

decomposed and approximated by truncating the inner-product summation defining the kernel

at $ terms such that� ��� � �
 �"! � �� # �&% �����	 � ��� � % ��� � ('*)�+�� � % + ����

� ��� � % + ��� �  (2)

The terms , ��� � % + ��� �  can be pre-computed and stored so that a point density estimate will

scale as - � $  rather than - � �  which clearly denotes a computational saving when $/.0. � .

However there is no longer any guarantee that point estimates will necessarily be positive using

this approach, [13] discusses such truncated orthogonal series estimators in detail and [9] points

out the relationship between such estimators and kernel principal component analysis [31].1
Both the terms ’kernel’ and ’Parzen’ will be used interchangeably in the text and will refer to the same form of non-parametric

density estimator.
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B. Data Reduction Methods

A number of approaches have been taken in reducing the effective number of computations

required in giving a point estimate of the density. In [28] the Fourier transform is used to reduce

the effective number of computations required, whilst in [26] the data sample is pre-binned

and the kernel density estimator employs the bin centres as the ’sample’ points which are each

weighted by the normalised bin-counts. Somewhat recently the multivariate form of the binned

kernel density estimator has been analysed in [11]. However, now the bin width and also possible

binning strategies (equal width bins or variable spacing) have to be selected for each dimension

in the multivariate case.

Rather than binning the sample data an alternative strategy is to cluster the sample and employ

the cluster centres as the reduced data set. In [14] a clustering-based branch and bound approach

is adopted, whilst in [3] clustering is employed in identifying a set of reference vectors to be

employed in a Parzen-window classifier. In [12] the Self-Organising Map [15] is used to provide

the reference vectors for the density estimators. The main detractor of employing clustering

based data reduction methods is that a nonlinear optimization is required for the data partitioning

and as such the solution is dependent on initial conditions, so the relative simplicity of the non-

parametric density estimator is lost.

In [19] a data reduction method is proposed which employs hyper-discs of varying radii which

are dependent on the density of the data in the region being considered. This provides a very

elegant density dependent data reduction method, in other words a multi-scale approach to data

reduction is employed so that larger numbers of points will be removed from regions of high

density. This has the additional benefit that the algorithm is deterministic based on the value

of the free parameter � the number of ’nearest neighbours’ which determines the rate of data

reduction. The value of � can of course be selected to minimize an error criterion between the

estimate based on the reduced sample and the full sample, the algorithm has at most - � � � � 

scaling where
�

is the number of points in the full sample.

C. Data Reduction via Sparse Functional Approximations

In [8], [7] a computationally costly search based approach is adopted in approximating an

entropic distance between the density estimate based on a subset of the available data sample
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and that based on the full sample. Support vector regression [33] was originally proposed in [35]

as a means of providing a sparse Parzen density estimator, i.e. many of the points in the sample

are not used in the density estimate. The trade-off between sparsity and accuracy is controlled

by the regularization term which requires to be selected in addition to the width of the kernel.

In [35] and [20], [21] the support vector approach to density estimation has been proposed

as a means of solving the ill-posed linear operator problem ������ ����� 	�
� ��� ��  where ����� 
denotes the PDF and the distribution function at the point  is given as � ��  . The support vector

density estimator ������� � , � � ����� ��� ���(� � �  where ��� ���(� � � �� �
��� � ��� � ���� �

, can be considered

as a generalisation of the Parzen density estimator where now each ��� act as the non-uniform

weighting coefficients. The following constrained quadratic optimization is required to define

the weighting coefficients [20].

min� ���� !�
"$#&%('&)�*,+-+(.0/ 1 !32 � /&465 �87:9�; ���=< � � � ���=>@?BADC (3)

Where
 

is the
�FE��

matrix whose elements are all �G� ��� � � �IH  , < is the
�FE �

vector of ones,
1 is the

�JE �
vector whose CLK � element ��  ��� �  is the empirical distribution function of the

random vector � � computed as the product of the empirical distribution of each vector element.

The
�ME0�

matrix 2 whose C �ON K � element corresponds to P �Q � � ���SRT��� ��� �� Q� �U� 	�
� and 5 the
�8E �

vector whose elements are all V  completes the definitions required for the above optimisation.

The V  denotes the accuracy value of the Kolmogorv-Smirnov statistic (the absolute deviation

between the empirical distribution function and the distribution function derived from the model)

[20] which the solution is desired to achieve and this is used in selecting the bandwidth of the

kernel [20]. The constraints required for this optimisation are dense and there is no dual form

[33] which reduces the complexity of the constraints, as such the solution of (3) requires generic

quadratic optimisation packages which typically scale as - � �XW  .
The support vector approach to density estimation provides a sparse and therefore reduced

computational cost when testing, it has also been shown to provide excellent results in testing

[20], [21]. However, for large sample sizes, it is essential to obtain an optimisation which will

have scaling better than - � � W  as in [20], and does not require the setting of any additional free

parameters which control the regularisation of the solution as in [35], [26]. The following section
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presents the RSDE which enjoys at most - � � �  scaling to estimate the weighting coefficients

and only has one free parameter to set, the width of the kernel as in a standard Parzen estimator.

III. REDUCED SET DENSITY ESTIMATOR

Based on a reduced or condensed set of the reference data sample say � ��� � ���
	�	�	�� � ) ��� �
where $ .0. � a Parzen window density estimate can be obtained as

���� ���
	��  � �$ )� ��� � ��� ���(� � �  �
� ��� � �$ ��� �	��
��� ��� ���(� � � 

�
� ��� � � � ��� ���(� � � 

such that , � � � � �
, � � � �) A � � � � and � � � ? A � ���� � , where in this case each

� � acts both as an indicator function and weighting term. Once the reduced data set has been

selected (see [19] for a review of data condensation methods) a density estimator can be devised

and for the Parzen method typically the bandwidth � is selected to minimise a distance measure

between ���� ���
	��  and ������
	��  for example the mean squared error. In [19] a multi-scale approach

to data condensation is employed after which the reduced data set can be used in devising a non-

parametric density estimator. If the ultimate goal of the data condensation is to provide a non-

parametric density estimator with reduced testing cost, as opposed to a classifier for example,

then we note that the weighting coefficient constraints required to ensure the satisfaction of the

requirements for ���� ���
	��  to be a bona fide density function are , � � � � � and � � > ? A�� .

However, it is not a necessary condition for every non-zero � � to give equal weighting
�) to each

selected point in the reduced set for ���� ���
	��  to be a density function. It is clear then that each of

the � � will be a data dependent variable and as such the selector and weighting coefficients can

be estimated based on the optimisation of an appropriate criterion. The maximum-likelihood

criterion yields values for the weighting coefficients which will each be
�) , however penalised

likelihood methods have been proposed to provide a smoother density estimator to alleviate

the problem of overfitting to the sample [13], [29]. Rather than consider explicit penalised

(regularised) likelihood this paper considers the
� �

criterion based on the Integrated Squared

Error (ISE) between the true density and the estimate.

Consider then a sample of data � �����
	�	�	�� ���� drawn from a distribution which has a density
������ . The ISE is a measure of the global accuracy of a density estimate [13], [29] which con-
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verges to the mean squared error asymptotically. For a reduced set density estimate from the data

sample denoted as ���� ���
	��� � , ��� � � � ��� ��� � � �� where � � ��� ��� � and � � ��� � � �� denotes a

window function satisfying the requirements for a density [13], [29] with width � , the minimum

of the ISE is as follows.

min�
� � �� � min�

���
�
/ ������ ! ���� ���
	��� /

� � �

� min�
���
�
��
�� ���
	���	� �"!����
	�� �� ������ ���
	��� � (4)

Where the term �
�
�
� � ����	� � has been dropped from the above due to its independence of the �

parameters and � 	�� �� � 	 � denotes expectation with respect to ������ . Now note that the minimum

of the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [5] between the true density and the estimate based on

the reduced set is defined as

min�
�
	�� ����������  ������

���� ���
	��� #�� � min� � !��
	�� �� � ����� � ���� ���
	��� ���
4 min� � ! ����� � �
	�� �� ������ ���
	��� � � �

So we see that minimisation of the ISE (4) is equivalent to minimising an upper-bound on the

KL divergence between the reduced set density model and the true density whilst minimising

the compactness (norm) of the functional form of the density estimate. The issue of determining

the selected points in the reduced set along with their weightings is considered in the following

section.

A. Estimation of Weighting Coefficients

As already mentioned equality of weighting of each window function is not a necessary con-

dition for ���� ���
	��� to be a valid density estimator provided the positivity and summation con-

straints on � ��� � ���
	�	�	�� � �� � are satisfied. The empirical estimate of the expectation in the

above expression � 	�� �� ������ ���
	��� ��� � � � , ��� � ���� ��� � 	��  is employed3 and so for a fixed 
Note that the expectation is taken over the true density and as such the empirical estimate will be conservative. Standard

cross-validation is therefore employed in providing the estimate of !#"%$'&)(�*�+ �,.- ,�0/ � !�1 � &)(�* to assess the appropriate kernel

width, where !�1 � &)(�* denotes the estimated 24365 component of ISE obtained from the solution found with the 2�365 sample point

removed [25].
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bandwidth window the optimisation of (4) over � satisfying the requirements of a density func-

tion vis. , ��� � � � � � and � � > ?BA � , is

min� �
� � �

�
H � � � � � H

���
� ��� ���(� � �  ��� ���(� �IH 	� �"!

�� �
� � �

�
H � � � � ��� ��� � � �IH 

� min� �
� � �

�
H � � � � � H�� ��� � � �IH  !�� � � � � � � �� �

H � � ��� ��� � � �IH 
� min� �

� � �
�
H � � � � � H�� ��� � � �IH  !�� � � � � � � �� � ��� � 

Due to the summation and positivity constraints on the weighting coefficients many of the �
terms associated with points having low density estimate �� � ���� will be set to zero in the above

optimisation, thus effectively selecting a reduced set from high density regions in the data sam-

ple. So the minimisation of the ISE of the reduced set density estimator can be written as a

constrained quadratic optimisation which in familiar matrix form is

min� �� � ��� � ! � ��� (5)

"$#&%('&)�*,+-+(. � � < � � 7:9�; � �=>@?BADC
Where the

� E �
matrices with elements � ��� � � �IH  � � � � ��� ���(� � �  ��� ���(� �IH 	� � and ��� ��� � � �IH 

are defined as
�

and
 

respectively. The
�0E �

vector of Parzen density estimates of each point

in the sample �� � ��� �  � � , H � � ��� ��� � � �IH  is defined as
� �  <  , where

<  is the
� E �

vector whose elements are all
���

As one specific example4 we can employ an isotropic Gaussian window at a point � with

common width (variance) � and centre � � denoted as � � ���(� � �  then the individual terms of

the matrices
 

and
�

have the specific form of �G� ��� � � �IH  �	� � ��� � � �IH  and � ��� � � �IH  �
�
�
� � �

���(� � �  � � ���(� �IH 	� � �
� � � ��� � � �IH  and so (5) can be written simply as

min� �� �
� � �

�
H � � � � � H � � � ��� � � �IH  ! �� �

� � �
�
H � � � � � � ��� � � �IH  (6)

Note that the only free parameter (apart from the weighting coefficients) which requires to be

set is the window width, there are no regularisation or additional parameters which require to�
Other kernels, such as the finite-support Bartlett-Epanenchnikov kernel, can easily be integrated over the range of the sample

to obtain the � &� �� * terms.
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be determined. In addition the constraints on the optimisation are simpler than those required

for the SVM density estimator (3) thus enabling a possibly faster means of optimisation. Unlike

the binned Parzen density estimator [26] or the data condensation approach [19] the problematic

choice of bin width (binning strategy), or effective disc width selection is not required. Exam-

ining the form of (6) an intuitive insight into how the data reduction mechanism operates can

be obtained. The minimum value of ISE will be penalised by contributions of large inter-point

distances in the window function � � � 	 �
	  so the empirical expected value of the right-hand term

will be maximised by selecting a small number of points (due to the summation constraint) in

regions of high-density (low average inter-point distance). The left-hand term alone will cause

the selection of points with high inter-point distances, as defined by the metric associated with

the left-hand convolution operator, therefore the overall effect will be that points in regions of

high-density (as defined by the specific width of the window function) will be selected to provide

a smoothed density estimate.

B. Optimisation

As the quadratic programme specified by (5) only has simple positivity and equality con-

straints then a number of alternative optimisation strategies are now available. A standard trick of

introducing a dummy variable and applying the soft-max [5] function such that � � � � � 	���� � � ,�0/ � � � 	���� ��
converts the required constrained quadratic optimisation (5) to an unconstrained nonlinear op-

timisation over the dummy variables and conjugate gradients [5] provide a linear - � �  scal-

ing optimisation. However, moving from a linear to nonlinear optimisation is not particularly

appealing due to the inherent initialisation dependent variability of the solutions. Somewhat

recently multiplicative updating methods for non-negative quadratic programming have been

proposed in [27] and it is straightforward to employ these for the optimisation of (5). How-

ever, in terms of speed of convergence it has been found in our experiments that a form of

the Sequential Minimal Optimisation (SMO) as presented in [30] suitable for solving (5) is

superior to multiplicative updating. As detailed [30] this can achieve - � � �  scaling as op-

posed to - � � W  scaling achievable for the standard quadratic optimisation packages. In the

following experiments the variant of SMO for (5) is employed and this is detailed in the ap-

pendix. A MATLAB implementation of RSDE as well as the data sets employed in the reported

experiments is available at the following website http://cis.paisley.ac.uk/giro-
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ci0/reddens. So the above optimisation (5), in the case of a Gaussian window, will provide a

non-parametric estimate of the data density based on a subset of the original data sample defined

as ���� ���� � ,�� ������ � � � � ���(� � �  . A number of experiments are now provided to demonstrate the

proposed RSDE method.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. One and Two Dimensional Examples

The first demonstration of the RSDE employs a 1-D data sample which is drawn from a

heavily skewed distribution defined as ����  � �
� , �� � � � � � ��� � �U  where � � � � � W � � and � � �

	 � � � ! �  [25]. A sample of 200 points is drawn from the distribution and a Parzen window

density estimator employing a Gaussian kernel is devised using the data sample. The width of

the kernel is found by leave-one-out cross validation. A further sample of 10,000 data points

are then drawn from the density and the
� �

error between the Parzen estimate and true density

is computed, this procedure is repeated 200 times. The error was found to be (median value &

interquartile range) 0.0033 & 0.0033. Figure 1. shows the true density and the estimated density

for a particular sample realisation along with the individual kernel functions placed at the sample

points5.

The RSDE is applied to this data using, as above, a Gaussian kernel and the width of the kernel

is also set by cross-validation. However it was noted in the reported experiments that measur-

ing the cross-entropy[5] between the RSDE and the existing Parzen estimator then selecting the

width value which returns the minimal cross-entropy is found to give similar results to cross-

validation whilst reducing the effective number of optimisation runs (time taken) required for

width selection. From the two hundred samples the median value for the number of non-zero

weighting coefficients was 13 - amounting to less than 8% of the original sample - the mini-

mum and maximum values of non-zero weighting coefficient was 5 and 42 respectively. The

corresponding
���

error based on 10,000 data points for 200 sample realisations was measured

to be 0.0035 & 0.0030. Due to the highly asymmetric nature of the distribution of errors a Rank

sum Wilcoxon test [17] is applied and shows that both error distributions for the full Parzen and

RSDE estimators, at the 5% significance level, are identical. This is a somewhat satisfying result


Every fifth data point is used in the figure for the purposes of clarity.
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Fig. 1. The true density (dashed line) and the Parzen window estimate (solid line), each of the kernel functions is placed at the

appropriate sample data point.

in that the accuracy of the RSDE is shown to be the same as the Parzen for this particular density

function. The resulting estimate is shown in Figure 2. Notice that both methods estimate the

mode well and the ripples in the tail, which are characteristic of finite sample Parzen estimates

of long tailed behaviour, can be seen to be somewhat smoothed by the RSDE.

The second demonstration is primarily illustrative and employs a sample (200 points) of 2-D

data which is generated with equal probability from an isotropic Gaussian and two Gaussians

with both positive and negative correlation structure. The probability density is estimated using a

Parzen window employing a Gaussian kernel and leave-one-out cross-validation was employed

in selecting the kernel bandwidth. The probability density iso-contours, along with the data

sample, is shown in the left-hand plot of Figure 3. By way of a comparison the multi-scale

density based data condensation method of [19] is applied to this toy example and the results are

shown in the right-hand plot of Figure 3. A similar level of data reduction to that of RSDE is

achieved, where large circles denote identified regions of low density with smaller ones defining

regions of high density. The selected data points are encircled. As a means of data condensation

with the specific aim of non-parametric density estimation the multi-scale approach [19] has

been shown to consistently outperform the data reduction methods proposed by Fukunaga and

Mantock [8] and Astrahan [1].
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Fig. 2. The true density (dashed line) and the RSDE (solid line), each of the non-zero kernel functions is placed at the

appropriate sample data point and the length of the vertical line denotes the value of the corresponding weighting coefficient.

Fig. 3. The left hand plot shows the Parzen window density estimate. The middle plot shows the RSDE with the retained points

circled. The right hand plot shows the results of the multiscale data condensation method where the selected points are encircled

and the corresponding discs are shown.

The RSDE is obtained by optimising equation (5) and employing a Gaussian kernel in this

case. As before the kernel bandwidth is selected by minimising the cross-entropy between the

Parzen window estimate and the RSDE. The central plot in Figure 3. shows the corresponding

iso-contours along with the reduced data set, denoted by the encircled points, which amounts to

a 91% reduction in the number of points required to estimate the density of further data points. It

is interesting to note that the selected points (non-zero weighting) occur in the regions of highest

density of the sample, and indeed lie approximately on the principal axis of the two elongated
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Gaussians. To illustrate this further 3000 data points from the 2-D S-shaped distribution6 are

used to estimate the associated PDF. The left hand plot in Figure 4. shows the data sample

and the iso-contours of the Parzen density estimate. The right hand plot shows the density iso-

contours obtained using RSDE and the selected points (12% of the original sample) are encircled

as in the previous example. The selected points lie in the centre of the distribution and the shape

they form is somewhat reminiscent of that obtained by Principal Curves [10]. This similarity

may form an interesting area of future investigation. This observation is in contrast to the support

vector data description methods [32], [30] where the boundary points of the sample tend to be

selected.

Fig. 4. The left hand plot shows the data sample and the Parzen window density estimate contours. The right hand plot shows

the RSDE with the retained points circled.

B. Comparative Experiments

The first experiment in this section compares the RSDE with the SVM approach to density

estimation [20]. The 1-D density function employed in [20] is used in this experiment i.e.
����  � ���� �����  ��� ! ? ��� /  ! � / � 	� ��
 � �  ��� ! / �� � /  . This density is a particularly useful test as it

possesses both bi-modality and long tailed behaviour in one of the modes. As in [20] samples of

100 points are drawn from the density and then the SVM, RSDE, and Parzen density estimators

are devised, a further 10,000 samples are then drawn from the PDF and used to compute, in
�
This data set is used to demonstrate the use of Principal Curves [10] and is available at

http://www.iro.umontreal.ca/ kegl/research/pcurves/
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this case as in [20], the
� � error, the integrated absolute deviation of the estimate from the true

density value. This procedure was then repeated 1000 times to assess the bias and variance

associated with each of the estimators. The free parameter (kernel width and V ) values reported

in [20] for the SVM estimator were employed throughout, whilst leave-one-out cross-validation

was used to set the Gaussian width for the Parzen window, and minimum cross-entropy between

the Parzen and RSDE was used to set the kernel width for the RSDE. The results are shown in

Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Boxplot of the � � error for the SVM (1), RSDE (2), and Parzen (3) density estimators.

The box shows the quartiles of the distribution of error values whilst the whiskers show the

range of the error values and the points beyond the whiskers fall outwith 1.5 times the inter-

quantile range. It is interesting to note that both the RSDE and SVM estimators introduce

an equally small amount of difference from the Parzen estimator, though the variability of the

SVM estimator is slightly larger in this case. However, the RSDE can take advantage of the

less computationally costly SMO routine in estimating the weighting coefficients. Figure 6.

shows the number of non-zero values for both the SVM and RSDE estimators. Both have the

same median value of 4 whilst the RSDE shows greater variability in the number of non-zero

coefficients, primarily due to the kernel width value varying based on each sample in RSDE

whilst the value of V in the SVM approach stayed fixed for each sample.

To further test RSDE varying sizes of sample are drawn from both uni-modal and bi-modal

distributions at different dimensionalities and the accuracy of the RSDE is compared with the
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Fig. 6. Boxplot of the number of non-zero weighting coefficients for RSDE (1) and the SVM (2) density estimators.

Parzen density estimator. By way of further comparison with an alternative data reduction

method the density based multiscale data condensation method [19] is employed to obtain a

reduced size data sample from which to obtain a Parzen estimator with reduced computational

complexity. This was chosen primarily due to the excellent results obtained in [19] with this

method.

C. Multidimensional Unimodal Distribution

A multivariate (2-D & 5-D) Gaussian which is centered at the origin and has a covariance

matrix such that
� � H � �

where C � N and
� � H � ? ��� where C��� N is used in this experiment.

Samples of size 30 to 700 data points are drawn from the distribution and both a Parzen estimator

and RSDE are fit to the data. A test sample of 10,000 points is then drawn and the
� �

error is

computed this is then repeated 200 times for each sample size. For each sample size the average

value of the level of sample size reduction achieved by the RSDE is then used to set the value of

the number of nearest neighbours - � - the free parameter value in the multiscale condensation

method of [19] which defines the associated condensation level. This reduced set is then used to

devise a Parzen density estimate which is then tested alongside the full Parzen and the proposed

RSDE.

The results are summarised in Figure 7. and Figure 8. where the
� �

error for the Parzen,

RSDE and multiscale method is plotted against sample size. The points to note from Figure 7.
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are that the rate of convergence of both the full Parzen estimators and RSDE are similar and that

the variance of the estimators both decrease at the same rate with sample size. The levels of data

reduction for the various sample sizes are given in Table I.
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Fig. 7. � 1 error between the true density of a 2-D Gaussian and density estimators against sample size. The bars denote one

standard deviation. Parzen window denoted by a solid line; and the RSDE denoted by the dashed line.

TABLE I

SS - SAMPLE SIZE, RD - REMAINING DATA (PERCENTAGE). RD DENOTES THE SIZE OF THE REDUCED SET AS A

PERCENTAGE OF THE ORIGINAL SAMPLE (SS) DRAWN FROM A 2-D GAUSSIAN.

SS 30 90 180 300 400 500 600 700

RD 3.33% 4.44% 3.33% 2.33% 1.50% 1.40% 1.00% 1.29%

The levels of data reduction remain relatively constant at sample sizes of 400 and beyond

with only on average 1.5% of the sample being used. These data reduction rates are then used to

select the appropriate parameter value for the data condensation method of [19] in order to yield

a similar level of data reduction. The accuracy of the Parzen estimator obtained by the multiscale

data condensation method [19] is measured as above and is shown in Figure 8. It is clear that

for similar levels of data reduction the RSDE provides an order of magnitude improvement in

accuracy in terms of
���

metric for this type of data.

The same experiment is conducted for data samples drawn from a similar 5-D Gaussian. The
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Fig. 8. � 1 error between true density of a 2-D Gaussian and Parzen density estimator based on condensed data set obtained

from the multiscale data condensation method.

results are tabulated in Tables II and III.

TABLE II

� 1 ERROR (COMPUTED OVER 200 TRIALS) BETWEEN TRUE DENSITY OF 5-D GAUSSIAN AND RESPECTIVE DENSITY

ESTIMATORS AGAINST SAMPLE SIZE.

� � Error (Mean � standard deviation) �������	�
Sample size Parzen window RSDE Density condensation

30 (1.67 �
��� �� ) (1.33 �
��� ��� ) 0.12 �
��� ���
90 (1.27 �
��� ���� ) (0.99 �
��� ��� ) 0.12 �
��� ���

180 (0.90 �
��� ��� ) (0.38 �
��� ��� ) (1.31 �
��� ��� )

300 (0.84 �
��� ��� ) (0.26 �
��� �� ) (1.54 �
��� �� )

400 (0.83 �
��� �� ) (0.68 �
��� �� ) (2.10 �
��� ��� )
500 (0.82 �
��� ��� ) (0.66 �
��� ���� ) (1.44 �
��� �� )

600 (0.82 �
��� �� ) (0.64 �
��� �� ) (1.45 �
��� �� )

700 (0.82 �
��� �� ) (0.63 �
��� �� ) (1.41 �
��� ��� )

From the table of results a similar trend in the accuracy of the estimate is observed as for

the 2-D case. However, it can be seen that the level of data reduction is not so aggressive at

the small sample sizes with 63% of the sample being retained for the small 30 point sample.
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TABLE III

SS - SAMPLE SIZE, RD - REMAINING DATA (PERCENTAGE). RD DENOTES THE SIZE OF THE REDUCED SET AS A

PERCENTAGE OF THE ORIGINAL SAMPLE (SS) DRAWN FROM A 5-D GAUSSIAN.

SS 30 90 180 300 400 500 600 700

RD 63.33% 8.89% 13.33% 15.33% 2.50% 3.00% 2.83% 2.00%

This is a nice example showing that the data reduction obtained is driven by the reduction of

ISE. Clearly excessive reduction of the small sample size would result in large residual ISE due

to the higher dimensionality of the data in this case. This is in contrast to the data reduction

method of [19] where the data reduction is governed by the chosen value of � as such there is no

automatic or implicit means of controlling the ensuing error in density estimate by the adoption

of the method of [19].

D. Multidimensional Bimodal Distribution

The experiments in the previous section are now repeated for a bimodal distribution composed

of two Gaussians centered at (1,1) and (-1,-1) with common covariance (1 0.5;0.5 1) in the 2-D

case. In the 5-D case each Gaussian is centered at (1,1,1,1,1) and (-1,-1,-1,-1,-1) with common

covariance as defined for the Gaussian of the previous section. The accuracy results for the 2-D

case are given in Figure 9. and as with the unimodal density the RSDE has similar bias and

variance to the Parzen density estimator, whilst the data condensation approach has a higher

bias level for the same amount of data reduction.

The associated data reduction rates for the RSDE are given in Table IV

TABLE IV

SS - SAMPLE SIZE, RD - REMAINING DATA (PERCENTAGE). RD DENOTES THE SIZE OF THE REDUCED SET AS A

PERCENTAGE OF THE ORIGINAL SAMPLE (SS) DRAWN FROM A 2-D MIXTURE OF TWO GAUSSIANS.

SS 30 90 180 300 400 500 600 700

RD 23.33% 6.67% 11.67% 8.67% 13.50% 13.00% 7.33% 8.57%

As with the previous section the same experiment is run on a 5-D example of the mixture of
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Fig. 9. � 1 error between true density of 2-D mixture of two Gaussians and the following density estimators - Solid line: Parzen

window; Dashed line: RSDE; Dash-dot line: Density condensation, charted against sample size.

two Gaussians and the results are given in Tables V and VI.

TABLE V

� 1 ERROR (COMPUTED OVER 200 TRIALS) BETWEEN TRUE DENSITY OF 5-D MIXTURE OF TWO GAUSSIANS AND

RESPECTIVE DENSITY ESTIMATORS AGAINST SAMPLE SIZE.

� � Error (Mean � standard deviation) ���������
Sample size Parzen window RSDE Density condensation

30 (2.87 �
��� � � ) (2.56 �
��� � � ) 0.039 �
��� � �

90 (2.23 �
��� � � ) (1.34 �
��� � � ) (3.44 �
��� �� )

180 (2.22 �
��� �� ) (1.86 �
��� � � ) (3.63 �
��� � � )

300 (2.22 �
��� � � ) (1.75 �
��� � � ) (3.83 �
��� ��� )

400 (2.21 �
��� � � ) (1.71 �
��� ��� ) (3.54 �
��� ��� )

500 (2.19 �
��� ��� ) (1.66 �
��� ��� ) (3.85 �
��� ��� )

600 (1.63 �
��� ��� ) (1.64 �
��� ��� ) (4.13 �
��� �� )

700 (1.63 �
��� ��� ) (1.63 �
��� ��� ) (3.49 �
��� � � )

As in the case of unimodal data the bias of the RSDE follows that of the full sample Parzen

estimator with the Parzen estimator based on the data condensation method showing a consis-

tently larger bias. Again it can be seen that the reduction rate of the RSDE is governed by the
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TABLE VI

SS - SAMPLE SIZE, RD - REMAINING DATA (PERCENTAGE). RD DENOTES THE SIZE OF THE REDUCED SET AS A

PERCENTAGE OF THE ORIGINAL SAMPLE (SS) DRAWN FROM A 5-D MIXTURE OF TWO GAUSSIANS.

SS 30 90 180 300 400 500 600 700

RR 80.00% 22.22% 7.22% 4.33% 4.25% 4.20% 3.33% 2.29%

ISE and as such very small reductions are obtained for the 30 and 90 sample sizes (Table VI).

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The experiments reported have demonstrated that the RSDE provides very similar estima-

tion accuracy as the Parzen window estimator whilst employing greatly reduced (as little as

1%) numbers of points from the available sample. The results also suggest that the RSDE can

have a beneficial effect in terms of reducing the amount of overfitting experienced by the full

Parzen estimator. The SVM approach to density estimation [20], [21], [35] sets out to solve

the inverse linear operator problem and so estimates the empirical distribution function from

the sample. The V -insensitive loss employed [20], [21] provides the sparse representation of the

density, however, from the perspective of practical implementation the dense nature of the con-

straints requires generic quadratic optimisation routines. One of the alternate SVM approaches

proposed in [35] was to minimise the
� �

error between the SVM density estimate and a Parzen

estimate whilst enforcing sparsity of representation by a suitable regularising term, which then

introduces the added complexity of selecting the appropriate trade-off between sparsity and ac-

curacy. The approach taken herein is fundamentally different in that the ISE between the true

(unknown) density and the reduced set estimator is minimised. The sparsity of representation

(data condensation) emerges naturally from direct minimisation of ISE due to the required con-

straints on the functional form of ���� ���� without the requirement to resort to additional sparsity

inducing regularisation terms or employing
� � or V -insensitive losses [33], [21], [35]. As indi-

cated in the text the minimisation of ISE based on an available sample can also be viewed as the

minimisation of a regularised form of an upper-bound on the estimated KL-divergence between

the RSDE and true density.

The Density Based Multiscale Data Condensation method [19] offers a straightforward means
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of providing a sparse representation of a kernel density estimator once the parameter ( � - number

of nearest neighbours) which controls the rate of data condensation is set. It should be noted

that this method returns a subset of the original data sample, the representation is multi-scale as

regions of estimated high density have more points removed than regions of low density. This

sample can then be employed, amongst other uses, in devising a density estimator. When a pre-

defined data reduction ratio (that obtained by RSDE in the reported experiments) is employed

to define the free parameter � the accuracy of the resulting Parzen density estimators have more

bias than that obtained by RSDE.

One final point to note is that the reduced sample set returned by RSDE has a prototypical

nature and this has been demonstrated on multivariate Gaussians where the selected points tend

to lie on the principal axis of the distribution, and with isotropic Gaussians the points selected lie

close to the distribution mean. Further, for an arbitrary non-Gaussian distribution the selected

points tend to lie on what could be considered to be the principal curve of the distribution.

In summary this paper has presented a method that provides a kernel (Parzen) density esti-

mator which employs a small subset of the available data sample based on the minimisation of

the integrated square error between the estimator and the true density. Other than the weighting

coefficients which can be obtained through straightforward quadratic optimisation, no additional

free parameters e.g regularisation term, bin width or condensation ratio are introduced into the

proposed estimator. Due to the simple constraints on the error criterion optimisation methods

which have scaling of the order of - � � �� - � � �  can be employed. In testing it has been

shown that the proposed density estimation method has similar convergence rates to the Parzen

window estimator which employs the full data sample and has been shown to have comparable

performance to the SVM density estimation method [20], [21].

It has also been shown to have improved performance over the density based multiscale data

condensation method at predefined condensation rates. The proposed RSDE will find application

in the many instances where a high-accuracy estimate of a PDF with low computational cost is

required.
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VI. APPENDIX

A modified version of SMO (Sequential Minimal Optimisation) as developed in [30] is pro-

posed specifically for the RSDE method. The updates for (5) are almost identical to those of [30]

apart from the one additional term in (5) which requires to be incorporated. For completeness

the derivation is included here and follows [30]. A MATLAB implementation is available at the

website given in Section. III-B.

To fulfil the summation constraint, we resort to optimising over pairs of variables as in [30].

The SMO elementary optimisation step for optimising � � and � � with all other variables fixed

follows. The quadratic optimisation problem

�����
�� � � H � � � H�� � H ! �� �

� H � ��� � H

can be written as

�����
� �
	 � 1 �� ��

� 	 H � � � � � H�� � H �
��
� � � � � � � � � !

��
� � � � ��� � ! � (7)
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by defining

� � � �
H � W � H�� � H 	 � � �� �

� 	 H � W � � � H�� � H 	 � � �
�� �

H � � H 	 � � �� �
� � W � H � ��� � H

subject to , �
� � � � � ��� � � ��� � � >M? � where � � � ! , � � W � � . Following [30] we discard

�

and � in (7), which are independent of � � and � � , and eliminate � � to obtain

� � �����
� � 	 � 1 � �� � � � ! � �  � � � � � � � � ! � �  � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � ! � �  � � � � � � � ! � � ! � �  � ��! � � � � � � (8)

Setting the derivative of the above to zero and solving for � � then

� � � � � � � ��! � � �  � � � � ! � �  ! � � � ! � � 
� � ��!�� � � � � � � � � (9)

is obtained. � � can be recovered from � � ��� ! � � .
Let ���� , ���� denote the parameter values before the step, and

� � � � � � � �� � � � � � �� � � � ! � � � (10)

we can give the update equation for � � as

� � � � �� �
� � ! � �

� � ��! � � � � � � � � (11)

which does not explicitly depend on ���� .
A. Overall optimisation procedure

1) Initialisation: The variables are initialized as � � � � � � , � � � , where � � � � , H � � H is the

Parzen window density estimate. This results in the points with higher density initially having

larger � values.

2) Optimisation algorithm: 1. Searching � � and � � :
After initialisation the points with higher density will have larger � values, we select the

largest � value in turn as the first variable � � for the elementary optimisation step, and search for

the second variable � � which can generate the largest value of
� � . When � � is less than a preset

tolerance, stop the current searching loop, and go to check the terminating criterion.
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2. Updating � � and � � :
If � � is greater than the preset tolerance, update � � . If the updated � � . ? , set � � � ? . Then,

update � � by � ! � � , if the updated � � . ? , set � � � ? and � � ��� .

3. Terminating criterion:

There are two criteria to terminate the algorithm.

(1)Comparing the value of the objective function with the same value obtained in the previ-

ous searching loop: if it decreases and the difference is greater than the preset error tolerance,

then restart another searching loop, otherwise, recover the previous � value and terminate the

algorithm.

(2)If no variables are updated during a loop, terminate the algorithm.
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